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OP'fllON 

Summary 

Today's order addresses the compliance phase of this proceeding. This phase 

examines a specific dispute between Pac-\Vest Telecomm, Inc. (Pac-lVest), complainant, 

and defendants Evans Telephone Company (Evans Telephone) and The Volcano 

Telephone Company (Volcano Telephone). In brief, Pac-West aUeges that these 

incumbent local exchange carriers (LEes) are improperly routing calls made to 

Pac-West's customers such th.lt Ihe (.1US cannot be completed. Evans Telephone and 

Volcano Telephone argue that Pac-\Vest is manipulating the telecommunications 

network in an attempt to cause toll caBs to be carried on intraLocal Ac(:css and 

Transport Area (intraLATA) toU facilities without payment of the tariffed (harges 
associated with use of those toll facilities. 

\Ve lind that Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone ate in violation of 

applicable laws and policies by refusing to complete caUs to Pac-West's customers. \Ve 

direct them to route the caJls as requested by Pac-West so that caUs will be (ompletcd. 

\Ve conclude that Pac-\Vest is not Violating any of our current rules or orders by 

its actions; however, the intercarrier compensation issues still need to be resolved. We 

will also review the rt:'asonableness of the NXX aSSignment, rating and routing 

configuration raised by this case in a generic forum. \Ve put Pac-\Vest on nolke that its 

ability to assign telephone numbers rated out of Jackson and Crows Landing to its 

Stockton customers is subjed to change, pending the outcome of our deliberations on 
the generic issues rilised by this case. 

Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone should track all caUs made by their 

customers to the 209/231 and 209/856 prefixes for a period of not less lhan six months. 

Based on that information, Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone Illay fife 

applications requesting compensation (rolll Pac-\Vesl. Should the parties reach 

agreement on intercarrier compensation, they should file that agr('('ment as a new 

application. If we determine that I'ac-\Vest owes compensation to defendcnts, such 
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compensation shall be calculated (rom the date that calls to 209/231 and 209/856 
prefixes are completed calls. 

\Ve ",till address the generic issues raised in the compliance phase. as discussed 
below. in our local competition proceeding (Rulemaking (R.) 95-04-043/1nvestigation 

(f.) 95-D4-044). Case {C.} 96-10-018 and In\'esligation (l.) 97-03-025, are hereby closed. 

PrOcedural History 

Pac-West informed our Tel~ommunications Division of this dispute by letter 
dated July 29, 1996. During subsequent weeks. stalt attempted to facilitate 

communication among the parties in order to resolve the dispute. The parties did not 

reach agreement on the issues, and Pac-\Vest filed a complaint and a motion for a 

temporary restraining order and permanent injunctive relict on October 15, 1996. The 

assigned Adn1.inistrative Law Judge (ALJ) denied the motion for the temporary 

restraining ordN, but set a hearing on issuance o( a preliminary injunction for 

November 25,1996. The assigned Commissioner and ALJ also requested the presence 

and participalion of a representative of Pacifk Bell. Calaveras Telephone Company 

(Calaveras Telephone) petitioned to intervene in this case. Evans Telephone and 

Volcano Telephone filed a timely response to the complaint on November 18, 1996. 

By letter dated No\'ember 14, 1996, Pac-West withdrew its request (or 

preliminary injunctive reliel, without prejudice to its requesting similar relief later in 

this proceeding. In its letter, P,lc-\Vest noted that the resolution of its complaint would 
probably require the Commission to addr('ss issues of broader interest to bolh 

incumbent LECs and competitive local carriers (CLCs) lhat were not currently parties to 
the proceeding. Accordingly, Pac-\Vest pr('(errcd to wilhdr<\\\' its request (or 

preliminary injunctive relief so that issues could be addressed in a broader context in a 
less constricted timefr.,me. On No\'ember 18, 1996, the assigned ALJ gr<lnted 

Pac-\Vest's request to withdraw its motion, without prejudice, and granted the petition 
to inten'ene by Calaveras Telcphone. 

On March 18, 1997, the Commission issued an Oeder Instituting Invcstigation 
(Oil) to address the rating and routing issucs raised by Pac-\Vest's complaint. The OIl 
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consolidated Pac-\Vest's complaint with the investigation. The investigation was 

divided into two phases. The compliance phase, which is addressed in today's order, 

concerns the specific dispute between Pac-\Vest, Evans Telephone and Volcano 

Telephone. A later generic phase \\fiJI be iniliated either in this proceeding, Local 

Competition proceeding (R.95-04-043/I.95-04-o.t4) or another lorum to address generic 

issues that arise from consideration of the complaint. The on solicited comments on 

inclusion of the generic phase in the Experimental Rules set forth in Resolution ALJ-170. 

A prehearing conference was held on April 30, 1997. PHC statements were filed 

by 10 parties, representing more than 25 interested LECs and ClCs. The assigned 

Commissioner issued a scoping memo and notice of evidentiary hearings on May 13, 

1997. The memo identified the scope of issues in each phase, approved inclusion of the 
generic phase in the experimental rules, and set forth a procedural schedule (or the 
compliance phase. 

On June 18, 1997, Evans Telephone, Pacific BeJJ, Pac-West, and Volcano 

Telephone jointly filed an exhibit presenting a stipUlation of facts, including a 

chronology, and a description of the disputed issues. Ooint Exhibit (Exh.) 1.) Opening 

and reply testimony was separatd}' filed by these parties onJune IS and July 7,1997, 

respecti\'dy. Pac-\Vest Wed rebuttal testimony on July 21, 1997. Evidentiary hearings 

were held in Volcano, California, (rom July 2SthroughJuly 31, 1997. Calaveras 

Tcfephone and \Vorldcom Inc. (\Vorldcom) did not prepare testimony but participated 

in cross-examination. Concurrent opening briefs were filed on September 12, 1997 by 

Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone (jointly), Calaveras Telephone, Pacific Bell, 

Pac-\Vesl, and \Vorldcom. Reply briefs were filed by Volcano Telephone alld Evans 
Telephone (jointly) and Pac-\Vest. 

Pursuant to Public Utilities (PU) Code § 311 and to our Rules of Practice and 

Procedure (California Code of Regulations, Title 20, Rules 77 to '17.6), the proposed 

decision of ALl Gottstein was issued before roday's dedsion. Evans Telephone and 

Volcano Telephone (joint), Pac-\Vest and AT&T Communic,1lions of California, Inc. 

(AT&T) (joint), and GTE California Incorporated (GTE), filed timely comments on the 

proposed decision. Pac-\Vcst and Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone (joint) filed 
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timely replies. \Ve have made no substantive modifications to the analysis or 

disposition of issues in the proposed decision. However, the comments of GTE, 

Pac-\Vest, and AT&T \, .. ·ere persuasive on the question of procedural forum (or the 
generic issues raised in this proceeding. 

Partles to CompJafnt 
Pac-\Vest, the complainantl is a telecommunications service company 

headquartered in Stockton. Pac-Wel6 

st commenced its operations as an interstate interLATA carrier in 1984 pursuant to 

Dedsion (D.) 84-06-113. In 1987, by 0.87·10-015, Pac-\\'est was granted authority to 

provide one-way paging and two-way mobile radiotelephone utility services. Pac-
\Vest's operating authority was expanded to include intraLATA toll service in 1994 

pursuant to 0.93-04-063, and was later expanded again to include competiti\'e local 

exchange service by 0.95-12-057. Pac-\Vest transferred all o( ils one-way paging 

facilities and licenses to an una(filiated third parly, ProNet, Inc., in Cktober, 1996, and 
no longer operates as a one-way paging carrier. 

Defendant Evans Telephone is an incumbent LEC which provides service to 
approximately to,OOO customers in {our exchanges located in Merced, Santa Clara, 

Stanislaus, and Yolo Counties. lNfendant Vokano Telephone is an incumbent LEC 

which provides service to approximately 9,000 customers in [our exchanges located in 
Amador, CaJaveras, and EI Dorado Counties. 

Background Information 

NXX Assignments 

The North American Numbering pJan (NANP) denotes a. to-digit telephone 

number (ormat that allows direct dial capabilities (or users of the telephone network. 

NANP is a geographic numbering plan composed of a three-digit area code (or Number 
Plan Area, NPA), foJlowed by an exchange or central office code (NXX) composed of 

three digits, and a (our digit line number. Every geographic number (NPA-NXX) is 

assigned a rate cent(?r, ~.g., a physical point such as a post office building. and every 
rate center is assigned vertical and horizontal (V&H) coordinates analogous to 
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longitude and latitude lines used in navjgation. These V&H coordinates are used to 

calculate airline mileage between rate centers [or rating purposes. This method of 

raring calls is used throughout the United States. 

The California Code Administrator is a industry-neutral representalive 

responsible (or assigning NXX codes to telecommunications service providers upon 

their request. The service providers include in their request the rate ('cnter they want 

the NXX associated with (or rating purposes, along with routing instructions for all calls 

made to that NXX, e.g., the location of their facilities. After checking the request to 

make sute that all the information needed to assign a code is included and determining 

that the rale area seleded is a valid rate area (or the seleCted area code, the Code 

Administrator assigns the code to the requesting party. Once the code is aSSigned, the 

raling and routing instructions are entered into the Belkore database system, which is 

the source for the rating and routing information contained in BeJkor'e's local 

Exchange Routing Guide (LERG) and other industry publications. (Reporter's 

Transcript (RT) at 80-81; 163-184; 492-493; Joint Exh. 1, Attachment JtEx-3; Exh. 2, 
pp. 3-5.) 

. Pre-ExlsUng Arrangements for TraffiC Rating and Routing 
As indicated in figures 1 and 2 attached to this decision, the Crows landing and 

Jackson exchanges are sen'ed by Pacific Bell. The Patterson and Volcano exchanges are 

served by Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone, respectivel}', By D.90-11-058, the 

Comnlission established an extended local calling area (ELCA) ot up to 12 miles 

between rate ccnters. Since the Jackson and Volcano fatc centers arc within this 12-mile 

requircment, a caU (rom a Volcano NXX to a Jackson NXX is rated as a local c~lll.l Basic 

rate customers have accordingly been able to place c.,I1$ between these exchanges 

without additional charge and without the payment of any rate additive (or Extended 

I Because of the distan("(>s im'ol\tcd, these caBs Were f.)too as local even before the ElCA 
decision expanded the local ~"lIing area (rom 8 to 12 miles. 
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Area Service (EAS). SimilarJy, a call (rom an Evans Telephone customer in Patterson to 
a Crows landing NXX is rated as a local call. 

Trame between Volcano Telephone's Volcano exchange and Pacific Bell's Jackson 
exchange is carried on direct cross-boundary Volcano-Pacific Bell trunks between the 

Volcano and Jackson central offices. This traffic does not pass though St<x:kton. The 

routing is similar (or traffic between Evans Telephone's Patters(m exchange and Pacific 
Bell's Crows Landing exchange. 

As indicated in Figures 1 and 2, Pacific Bell's Stockton rate center is more than 

12 miles Irom the Volcano or Patterson rate centers. Therefore, (aUs from customers 

located in the Volcano or Patterson exchanges to Pacific Bell's Stockton rate center are 

rated as intraLATA toll caUs. These calls are carried over dedicated trunks to Pacific 
Bell's Stockton tandem switch. 

Development of DIspute 

In February. 19961 Pac-\Vest submitted applications to Pacific Bell, as California 
Code Administrator, to open 6O-plus new NXX prefixes in California. Pac-\Vest 

specified that one of the new NXX codes should have the same rate center (i.e., rating 

V&H coordinates) as an existing Pacific Bell NXX in Crows LandingJ and that another 

new NXX code should have the same rate center as an existing Pacific Bell mte center in 

Jackson. Pac-\Vesl also specified that C~111S to these NXXs be routed to Pacific Bell's 

tandem switch in Stockton. Ooint Exh. I, Attachment JtEx-3, p. 2.) Pac-\Vest's switch is 

in Stockton and connects to Pacific Bell's Stockton access tandem. Pac-\Vest does not 
have plant facilities in Crows Landing or Jackson. (RT at 305-307.) 

Pacific BeJl, as California Code Administrator, processed Pac-\Vest's appJic.1tion 

(or NXX code assignment. Pac-\Vest was assigned the 209/231 prefix relted out of the 

Jackson rate ccnter, and the 209/856 prefiX rated out of Crows Landing. 

In Marc:h 1996, Pac-\Vest and Pacific Bell entered into an interconnection 

agreement which, among other things, established compensation arrangements 

between Pac-\Vest and Pacific Bell (or caJls made to these NXXs. Under those 

arrangements, when Pacific Bell transfers tr.,lCic to the Pac-lVest switch, Pacilic Bell 
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pays Pac-\Vest terminating charges. \Vhen trafficf10ws in the opposite direction (i.e., 

from Pac-\Vesl's switch to Pacific Bell's tandem), Pac-\Vest pays Pacific Beil terminating 
charges. 

Shortly thereafter, Pac-\Vesl began offering a Type 6 Service to internet service 

providers, which Pac-\Vest characterizes as a "flat rate foreign exchange service." 

(Exh. 12, Attachment \VBH-4; Exh. 21, RT at 328-330.) Pac-\Vest made this service 

available by assigning Type 6 Service subcribers with telephone numbers associated 

with the geographic region in which a local presence was desired. For example, Pat-

\-Vest assigned internet service providers located inStockton with telephone numbers 

that had the Crows Landing 209/231 and Jackson 209/856 prefixes. In this way, 

customers could make a local call to the Stockton internet service providers from Crows 

Landing, JacksOn, and other areas within 12 miles o( those rate centers (such as 
Patterson and Volcano, respectively). 

In May 1996, Evans Telephone Company received the Code Activity Report 

issued by Pacific SeU, as California Code Administrator. Evans Telephone noticed the 

listing of a new 856 NXX code that was shown with a Crows Landing rate center but 

that was to be routed to Pacific Bell's Stockton access tandem. This would require the 

routing of a call rated as local to Stockton for complelion, Evans Telephone decided to 

defer opening this prefiX until clarification of the inconsistency could be obtained from 

Pacific Bell. Evans Telephone was not able to obtain an explanation of the situation 

from Pacific Bell prior to further developments in the matter on July 25, 1996. 

The further developments arose because, despite its intention to defer opening 

the NXX code until clarification of the inconsistency could be made, Evans Telephone 

had inad\'erlently opened the NXX code for service from its P.1ltcrson exchange, This 

was noticed by Evansl billing department in connection with customer billing data (or 
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the month ending July 24, 1996.1 When Evans Telephone management realized that the 

NXX code had inadvertently been enabled, the decision was reached to discontinue the 

service until suitable explanation and clarification of the inconsistency ('ould be 
ob.lained. 

On July 25, 1996, Evans Telephone changed the routing of the 856 calls flOm its 

Patterson exchange to reroute the calls directly to Crows Landing over the cross-

boundary trunks between Patterson and Crows Landing. The next day, Evans 

Telephone reinstated the 856 routing over the Stockton trunks on an inteein, basis, so 

that Evans Telephone would be able to ('ontad the customers who had been using the 

856 prefix to explain the change. Also on Jul)' 26,1996, EVans Telephone notified 

Pac-\Vest o( its intention to reroute the 856 traffic, which was designated as destined (Or 

Crows Landing, directly to Crows Landing on the existing cross-boundary trunks 

beh"een PattersOn and Crows Landing. Pac-West objected to this change. Evans 
Telephone put the change into d(ed on Iuly 29, 1996. 

Vokano Telephone learned o( the new 231 prefix in June 1996, as it was 

preparing its switch (or an equal access conversion. Volcano Telephone assumed that 

the prefix \\tas (or Pacific Bell access line growth and programmed the 231 NXX code to 

route ovcc the existing cross·boundary trunks from Volcano to Jackson that carry the 
Pacific Bell 223 Jackson NXX traffic. 

In late July or early August, Volcano Telephone learned of the Evans 

TeJephone/Pac-\Vest rouling dispute over the 856 NXX code and first learned that the 

231 NXX code had been designated by Pac-\Vest as assigned to Jackson but with 

instructions to route the calls to the Pacific Bell tandem in Stockton. Thereafter, 

Pac·\Vest asked Vok.,no Tdephone to route the 231 calls to the Pacific Bell tandem in 

Stockton. Volcano Telephone declined to change the original routing of the 231 NXX 

2 During the month June 25 to Ju1y 24, 1996, Evans Telephone h"d to customers in its Patterson 
exchange who pJa~cd calls to the 209/856 prefix. AU of the caUs were to the same numocr, 
which is C00l1('(led to a modem to an internet service provider located in Stockton. 
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prefix over the direct cross-boundary trunks to Stockton. \Vilh this routing, the 231 
calls do not complete. (Joint Exh. 11 pp. 5-6.) 

POsitrons of the Partf~s 

Pac-\Vest and \Vorldcom argue that both Evans Telephone and Volcano 

Telephone arc obligated by the Public Utilities (PU) Code and federal statute to 

interconnect directly or indircdly ",'ith every other carriet and to operate their systems 

in a manner that permits calls to be completed. In the case of traffic rated to Pac-\Vest's 

Crows umding and Jackson numbers, this means that Evans Telephone and Volcano 

Telephone must program their switches to coule traffic in accordance with Pac-\Vestts 

routing instructions specified in the LERG. Pac-\Vest contends that in some instances it 

may be appropriate lor interconne<:ted carriers to negotiate agreements addressing 

compensation lor their (osts of interconnection and the division of reVenues lor traffic 

handled by them, and, in the event they are unable to reach agreement
l 

that they may 

. seck relief (rom either the Commission or the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), Or both, depending on the jurisdictional nature of the interconne<lions and 
traffiC. 

In Pac-lVcst's view, changes in both the manner in which services are proVided 

and in \ .... hich service pr6viders arc compensated are the natur.lI result of introducing 

competition into the industry, arid should not be discouraged. Pac-\Vest argues that 

small LEes like Volcano Telephone and Evans TeJephone have the ability to seck 

adjustments to their local rates or, if applicablel make up any impact from the handling 

of calls to Pac-\Vest's customers by draWing subsidies (tom the California High Cost 
Fund. 

EVans Telephone and Volcano Telephone contend that they are not obJigated to 

follow Pac-\V<,st's instructions to route intraLATA toll calls to Pac-\Vest cllstomers in 

Stockton while billing the Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone customers as if the 

calls \ .... ere local caJls to Crows Landing and Jackson. Evans Telephone and Vokano 

Telephone argue that they are oblig.lted to apply their tariffs in tt nondisaiminatory 

manner and to rate all intraLATA to)) caUs to Stockton under applicable toU rate 
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schedules. In their view, Pac-\Vest's efforts to eliminate charges by Evans Telephone 

and Volcano Telephone by assigning fictitious destination labels to NXX codes 

represent invalid manipulations of industry databases. These parties also argue that 
they are financially harmed by PaC-\Vesl's actions. 

Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone also contend that Pac-\Vesl's rating 

and routing instructions constituted the adoption of inconsistent rate centers that 

required notification to the CommissiOn's Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD), 

now reorganized and renamed Telecommunications Divjsion, under D.96-03-020. 

PacifiC Bell and Pac-\Vest argue that no party had any obligation under 0.96-03-020 to 

inform the Commission of the rating/routing arrangements established by Pac-West. 
(Exh. I, p. 8.) 

Calaveras Telephone argues that carriers should be reqUired to use rating points 

that match the location from and to which a call travelsl except in well-defined 

circumstances. If this practice is not (oilowoo, Calaveras believes that customers will 
become confused by differing rates for calls made to the same gcographkJocation and 
that the revenue streams [or LEes will be jeopardized. 

Pacific Be)) believes it is required to interconnect its network with the networks 

of other requesting carriers so that customers can seamlessly receive calls placed (rom 

another carrier's network. Interconnection agreements between the carriers spe<:ify the 

terms and conditions of the interconnection, including compensation. Pacific Bell will 
not stop completing calls placed on its network by another carrier without prior notice 

or opportunity (or proper recourse. Pacific Bell beJieves this is the proper policy for a11 
LECs. 

Olscussfon 

The origin of this dispute is the assignment of telephone users with an NXX rate 

center that does not coincide with the geographic location of the end·user. Thc 

cvidcnce in this case convinces us that such assignments have implications for LEes 

and CLCs in the new competitive environment that havc not been (uHy expJored by this 

Commission. \Vhereas cllstomers have in the past been able to obtain a local presence 
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through 800 or foreign exchange service, the way in which Pac-\Vcst provides a local 
preS('nce to its customers is unprecedented. It raises isslles concerning NXX 

assignments and intercarrier compensation that we believe should be explored more 

fully in either the generic phase of this proceeding or in another forum. 

Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone dearly object to the manner in which 

Pac-\Vest provides a local presence to its customers. However, the threshold issue in 

this compliance phase is whether Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone can voice 
objections by refusing to complete caUs to Pac-West's customers. 

We conclude that they cannot. In our Local Compefition proceeding 

(RuIemaking (R.) 95-04-043/lnvestigation (I.) 97-04-(44), We recently addressed the 

obligations of telecommunications carriers locomptete calls even if underlying 

intercarrier arrangements for certain caJJs do not compensate them. in a proper manner. 
Specifically, We stated: 

"We conclude that aU carriers arc obligated to complete calls where it is 
ttXhnically feasible to do so regardless of whether they believe that the 
underlying intercarrier compensation arrangements (or completion of 
calls are proper. The obligation to complete calls applies not just to 
(independentjlECs, but equally to all carriers invoh'ed in the origination, 
routing and completion of caUs. \Vhether a call originates or terminates 
Ot:' a carrier's network, the obligation to complete calls is the same. TIlis 
obligation is a Cundamental principle and expedation underlying both 
state and federal statutes. PU Code § 558 requires: 

'Every telephone corpor.ltion and telegraph corporation 
operating in this state shall re<:eive, transmit, and deliver, 
without discrirnination or delay, the conversations and 
messages of every other such corpor<ltion with whose line 
physical connection has been made.' 

The obligation to complete calfs is also embodied in the Cederal statutory 
language of the [Telecommunications Act of 1996). As noted by several 
parties, $cction 251(.1)(1) of the Act states: 

'Each telecommul\cations carrier has the duty ... to 
interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and 
equipment of other telecommunications carriers.' (47 U.S.c. 
§ 251(.1)(1).) 
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No carrier has the right to block or misdirect the routing of calls to their 
intended destination because the carrier believes that it is not being 
properly compensated for such calls. Customers ha\'e a right to expect 
that the fc1ephone network throughout California is reliable, and that their 
calls will be completed regardlcss of billing disputes which may exist 
between carriers involved in the origination, routing and completion of 
such calls. Ubiquitous network reliability is imperative not just for 
routine residential and business calls, but particularly where emergency 
health or safety maUers arc involved. It is inthe public interest that we do 
not permit carrier disputes to affect the service to end-users, the third 
party in those disputes. Further, We believe that it is anticompclitive for a 
carrier to selectively choose to block calls of a competitor ostensibly due to 
unsatisfactory compensalionarrangements. Such a practice wiU not be 
tolerated nor permitted to (ru~trate the de\'elopn\ent of a competidve 
telecommunications market. 

\Vhile tarriers are entitled to just and reasonable compensation (or the 
tompletion of calls Over their facilities, the resolution of any disputes over 
compensation must necessarily be addressed after, and independent of, 
the physical routing of cans has been completed. The Commission has 
proVided procedural remedies through the complaint process and other 
formal and informal dispute-resolution measures in which restitution can 
be adlieved .•. ,II (0.97 -11 ~024, mimeo., pp. 5-6.) 

In view of the applicable laws and policies distllssed abo\'e, we will grant 

Pac-West's requested relief, and require that Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone 

complete calls to Pac-\Vest's 231 and 856 NXXs by routing them as specified by 

Pac-\Vest in the LERG until further notice of this Con\mission. 

\Ve put Pac-\Vesl on notice, however, that its ability to assign NXXs rated out of 

Jackson and Crows Landing to its Stockton customers is subject to change, pending the 

outcome of our deliberations in the generic phase. Changes would be applied Oil a 
prospective basis, however, so that Pac-\Vest's customers signing lip for Type 6 Service 

between now and our (in"l decision on the generic issues would be assured of such 

servile for the duration of the service contr'lct.J As discussed further below, Pac-\Vest 

J Type 6 Service is currently offered on a month-lo-month term or a two-}'e.1f term. Sec Exh. 21. 
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may also be required 10 compensate Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone for 

aHeged finandallosses associated with these NXX assignments. 

Having C'stabJishC'd that Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone cannot refuse 

to complete caUs to Pac-\Vest's customers, we now consider the propriety of I'ac-\Vesl's 

actions. It is clear from the record that Pac-\Vesl's form of pro\'iding foreign exchange 

sen'icc is unlike the manner in which sen'ice providers have otferoo a local presence to 

customers in the past. Traditionally, there have been two methods (or customers to 

receive incoming calls with minimal or no charges to the calling party. The first is 800 

service .. which allows the called party to pay (or incoming calls to that number. If Pac-

\Vesl provided BOo service to internet sen'ice providers fOr calls made from Volcano 

(Patterson), Pac-\Vest would pay Pacific Bell and Volcano Telephone (Evans Telephone) 

switched access charges that would be shared by use of their respecli\'e networks. (RT 
at 342, 426, 528.) 

The second method is through a foreign exch<\nge sen'ice that involves a 

physical connection between the central offke associated with the customees assigned 

NXX prefix and the central office where the customer wishes to have the new "foreign 

exchange" NXX prefix, i.e., in a location where the customer is not physit\'llly located. 

For example, suppose that an internet service proVider physically located in Stockton 

(with a Stockton-rated NXX) \\'.mts a local presence in Jackson. \Vithout foreign 

exchange service, a call made from the Jackson exchange to this internet sen' ice 

provider would be rated as a toll call. To obtain a foreign exchange out of Jackson, the 

internet service provider would pay an extra monthly charge to havc Pacific Bell 

physic<ll1y connect it to the central office in Jackson, i.e., the foreign centr.lI office in 

which it wants a l()(al presence. (RT at 624-625; D.94-09-065, mimeo., p. 71.) 

In the above example .. if the Stockton internet service provider was a Pac.\Vest 

cllstomer, then Pac-\Vest and Pacific Bell would enter into a resale arrangement, where 

PacAVest would pay Pacific ncn to bring the line from Jackson to Stockton in order to 

provide foreign exchange service to its customer. (RT at 392-393.) If Volcano Telephone 

customers c.,lIed the internet service provider's (oreign exchange number in Jackson, 
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Pacific Bell would pay Volcano Telephone a small amount for call completion to 
Jackson} 

In the case before us, Pac-\Vest seeks to provide its customers with a foreign 

exchange service in a different way. Pac-\Vest has obtained NXX prefixes rated in 

geographic areas where its Stockton customers wish to have a local presence. Pac-\Vest 

has assigned those NXX prefixes to its Stockton customers and requested that caUs be 

routed to Stockton to complete calls. As a result of this rating and routing 

configuration} Pac-\Vest is able to provide its Stockton customers with toll-lree 

incoming caUs without 1) paying any intercompany compensation to E\'ans Telephone 

or Volcano Telephone, 2) install~ng any facilities in Jackson, Crows Landing, Volcano or 

Patterson or 3} having any customers that physically reside in the exchange area 

associated with the assigned NXXs. (RT at 305-307; 239-242} 256.) In fact, under this 

arrangement} Pac-\Vest receives terminating charges (rom Pacific Bell} pursuant to their 
interconnection agreement. (RT at 254-255.) 

Is Pac-West violating any Commission order or rule in providing service in this 

manner? \Ve first address the issue of "inconsistent rate (cnters/ raised by Evans 

Telephone and Volcano Telephone. Ooint Exh. 1, p. 8.) In D.96-03-020
1 

we determined 

that CLCs should no longer be required to con(orn\ to the LECs' existing NXX raling 

areas to ftlte and bill c"Jls. Howe\ter, we did require that CLCs first notify our CACD 

(now the Telecommunications Division) if they pJanned to serve customers from NXX 
r~'ting areas that were different from those o( the LEe. (Sec 0.96-03-020

1 
mimoo" pp. 

79-81; OrdNing I'ar,'gr.'ph 21.) \Ve lind no merit to the contention that Pac-\Vest 

violated this reporling requirement bccause Ilac-\Vest requcsted NXX rating are.1S that 

• This comp£'llSation arrangement rdales back to prc-ElCA decision when the Commission 
('xp,lnded the loc.1l calling Me., from 6 mires to 8 milt's. The EAS payments to Volcano tolated 
approximatdy $10.000 in 1997. (RT at J31-132, 479-481.) 
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were consistent with Pacific Bell's eXisting rating areas. Ooint Exh. I, Attachment 
JtEx-3; RT at 208-209; 243.} 

To our knowledge, Pac-\Vest is the first service pro\'ider to obtain NXXs in 

exchanges where it is not serving customers and to assign those NXXs to customers that 

reside outside thoSe exchanges. Our existing (ules simply do not address this particular 
type of sen'ice provisioning. 

This brings us to the argument that Pac-\Vest's NXX assignments force Evans 

Telephone and Volcano Telephone to violate their tariffs. Tarif(s do not address such 

assignments, nor do they address inteccarrier compensation. Rather, tariffs address the 

issue of what Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone can charge their customers. If 

the applicable tariffs ratc these calls as totl, as EVans Telephone and Volcano Telephone 

contend, then these LEes can charge toll rates (or calls made by their customers to the 

209/231 and 209/856 prefixes. On the one hand, E\'ans Telephone and Volcano 

Telephone argue that their tariffs define these calls as toll, but on the other hand, they 

assert that they are losing tol1 reVenues because they cannot co)l(>(1 toll charges (rom 

their customers. (Exh. to, p. 6; RT at 416-424.) This argument is circuJar. 

In sun\, we find that Pac-\Vest is not violating any of our current rules or orders 

by their actions. Howcvcrl we believe that the reasonableness of the NXX assignment, 

rating and routing configuration raised by this case should be examined in a generic 

forum. SpedfkallYJ we need to consider 1) whether ClCs should be allowed to 

designate rate centers for NXXs in exchanges where there are 1\0 physical customers 

served and to assign those NXXs to customers outside of those cxchangcs and, if so, 

2) what shouJd be the intcccarrier compensation arrclllgcments (or this type of service. 

There may be other NXX assignments and rating and routing configurations that 

should also be examined on a generic basis. Since our rules on local competition may 

need to be modified ac(ordinglYI we wilt address these and other issues related to rate 
centefs in our local competition pr()('ccding, R.95-O-t-043/1.95-04-O-t4. 

Evans and Volcano Telephone may have cause to request compensation from 

I'ac-\Vest (or the alleged loss of revenues associated with Pac-\Vesl's provisioning of 

(oreign exchange service bel\ ... ·een the date senticc commences and the resolution of 
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these generic issues. In particular, there was considerable discussion on the rccord of 

how increased local traffic to Pac-\Vest's internet service providers could adversely 

affect Evans' and Vokano's local exchange rates through changes in the cost arroc.llion 

process. Although there was no quantification of the potential magnitude of this 

impact, the discussion suggests that it could become substantial over time. S (Exh. 10, p. 
6; RT at 153-155; 541-546.) 

Accordingly, Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone should track aU caUs 

made by their customers to the 209/23t" and 209/856 prefixes {or a period of not less 

than six months. Based on that information, Evans Telephone and Vokano Telephone 

may file applications requesting compensation (rOm Pac-\Vest. In their applications, 

Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone should quantify the financial impacts 

associated with changes in cost allocation in terms of dotlar levels and impact on rate of 

return. Should the parties reach agreement on intercarrier roJ'npensation
J 

they should 

file that agreement as a new application. Should we determine that Pac-\Vest owes 

compensation to dcfendents, such compensation shall be cakulated (rom the date that 
calts to 209/231 and 209/856 prefixes arc completed cetUs. 

In conclusion, we reaffirm the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling that our 

interpretation of rules, laws and regulations in this case shall not bind the Commission 

in its future consideration of rules, standards or regulations in the IOC.ll competition 

proceeding, R.95-04-043/I.95-04-044. (See Assigned Commissioner's Ruling dated 

Mayl3, 1997, pp. 3/ 4.) \Ve have r('so)ved the compliance phase in light of existing rules, 

laws and regulations and limit their applicabilit}' to the spc<ific circumstances 
surrounding the complaint. 

J Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone also argue that they are losing toll fe\'CnUes (rom 
their customers because the calls to {'a("-West's Sfockton customers are r."oo as local ca))s. We 
do hot lind this argument pcrsuasin·. It is unlikely that a customer located in Volcano or 
Patterson would pay toU rates (or internet services, parlicularty when Evans Telephone and 
Volcano Telephone have aemates that prOVide this scrvice on a toca) call basis, (RT at 153-154; 
474; 604·60·1.) 

-17 -
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Findings of Fact 

1. The failure of Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone to complete calls to 

Pac-lVest's customers violates our poHcies regarding interconneclion obligations, as 

well as the principles and expectations underlying both state and federal statutes. 

2. In requesting NXX prefixes from the California Code Administrator} Pac-\Vest 

has selected NXX rating areas that are consistent with Pacific Bell's eXisting rating areas. 

3. 0.96-03-020 docs not address the specific configuration of raring, rouling and 
NXX assignments raised by this complaint. 

4. Tarilfs address the issue of what Evans Telephone and Volcano TeJephone can 
charge their customers. 

S. The argument of Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone that Pac-\Veses 

actions force them to violate their tari((s is circular. On the one hand} Evans and 

Volcano argue that their tariffs define these calls as toll but, on the other hand, they 

a~rt that they ate losing toU revenues because they cannot coHed toU charges from. 
their custon'ers. 

6. Assigning telephone users an NXX with a rate center that docs not coincide with 

the geographic toc ... tion of the end-user has implications for LEes and CLCs in the new 

competitive environment that have not been (ully explored by this Commission. 

7. Becau5C it is unlikely that a customer located in Volcano or PattersOll would pay 

toll rates (or internet services, Pac-\Vest's provisioning of foreign exchange service 

would not have an appreciable e((ecl on toll re\'enues (rom Evans' and Volcano's 

customers. 1I0wever, incre.lsed local tra((ic to Pac-\Vest's internet service providers 

could adversely af(~t 'he local exchange rates of Evans Telephone and Volcano 

Telephone through chiUlges iil the cost alloc.llion process. 

S. The compliance phase has r.lisoo generic rating and routing issues that may 
result in modifications to our local competition rules. 

9. This decision addresses all the issues r.lised in C.96·1O-0IS and assigns the 

generic issues r.1iscd in the compHance phase to our local competition proceeding, 
R95-O.J·O.J3/1.95-01-044. 
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Conclusions of law 

I. Until furth~r notice of this Commission, Evans Telephone and Volcano 

Telephone should complete calls to Pac-\Vest's customers by routing them as specified 
by Pac-\Vest in the LERG. 

2. Pac-.\Vest's actions do not violate any rutes or policies established 10 date by this 
Commission. 

3. Pac-\Vesl's ability to assign NXXs rated out of Jackson and Crows Landing to its 

Stockton customers should be subject to change on a prospective basis, pending the 

outcome of the Commission's deliberations in.a generic forum. 

4. The reasonableness of the NXX assignment, rating and rouling configuration 
raised by this complaint should be examined in a generic forum. 

5. Parties should be allowed to comment on the appropriate procedurallorum for 
the Commission's consideration of generic issues. 

6. Evans Telephone and Volcano Telephone should have the opportunit}' to 

request compensation from Pac-\Vcst for the loss of revenues associated with cost 

allocation changes resulting from Pac-\Vcsl's provisioning of foreign exchange service. 

7. Today's interpretation and application of rules, laws, and regulations in the 

compliance phase should not bind the Commission in its future consider., lion of rules, 

standards or regulations in the local competition proceeding (R.95-04-043/I.95-04-044) 

or in any other proceeding where the rures, st<1ndards or regulations governing the 
telecommunications market are developed. 

S. C.96·10-018 and 1.97-03-025 should be dosed. The generic issues r"'sed in the 
compJi<Ulce phase should be addressed in R.95-04-043/1.95-04-044. 

9. This order should be e((eclive today so that call completion commences as soon 
as possible. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

}. Until further notice of this Commission, Evans Telephone Compan}' and The 

Volcano Telephone Company (defendants) shall complete calls to the customers of 

Pac-\Vcst TeJecomm, Inc. (complainant) by routing calls according to the Local 

Exchangc Routing Guide (LERG). Within five days from the effectivc date of this 

decision, defendants shall reprogram their switches and take any other steps necessary 

to route caBs made to 209/231 and 209/856 prefixes as specified in the LERG. 

2. In Rulemaking (R.) 95-04-043/Invcstigation (I.) 95-04-044, this Commission shall 

consider the reasOnableness of the NXX assignment, rating and routing confjguration 

raised in this complaint. The Commission shall consider: 1) whether competitive local 

carriers (CLCs) should be a Howed to designate rate centers for NXXs in exchanges 

where there are no physical cllstomers served and to assign those NXXs to (ustomers 

physically located outside of those exchanges and, if so, 2) what should be the 

intercarrier compensation arrangements for this (orm of foreign exchange service. 

There may be other NXX assignments and rating and routing configurations that shall 
also be examined on a generic basis in R.95-0-t-043/1.95-04-044. 

3. Complainant's ability to assign NXXs rated out of Jackson and Crows Landing 

to its Stockton customers shall be subject to change, pending the outcome of the 

Commission's consideration of generic issues. Any changes shall be applied on a 
prospective basis. 

4. Defendants shall t'Stablish a Memorandum Account to track all caUs made by 

their customers to the 209/231 and 209/856 prefixes (or a period of not less than six 

months from the e((eclh'e date of this decision. The Memor.lndum Account shall 
include appropriate call detail and applicable charges. 

5. \VHhin 18 months of the c((ective date of this decision, defendants may, at their 

discretion, me new applications requesting compensation from complainant [or 

financial losses associated with the completion of these calls. In their applications, 

defendants shall include the results of their tr<lCking efforts and present financiallo5S(>s 
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in terms of dollar level impacts and impact on intrastate rafe of return. Defendants' 

quantification of finandallosses shall focus on the impact of increased local calls on the 

cost allocation process which, in turn" a(feds local exchange rates. Should the 

defendants and complainants reach agreement on intercarrier compensation, they shall 

jointly file that agreement as a new application. Should We determine that complainant 

OWes compensation to defendants, such compensation shall be calculated (rom the date 

that calls to 209/231 and 209/856 prefixes are completed (ails. 

6. The new applications ordered by today's dcdsion shaH be filed at the 

Commission's Docket Office and served on all appearances and the state service list in 
this proceeding. 

7. C.96-1O-01S and 1.97-03-025 are dosed. 

'~'.lhis order is effective today. 

'Dated fucmber 16; 1997, at San Francisco, California. 
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FIGURE 1: RATING AND ROUTING - VOLCANO TELEPHONElPAC-WEST 
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FIGURE 2: RATING AND ROUTING - EVANS TELEPHONEIP AC-WEST 
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